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Emilia Dollani                9 

Nancy Simons                        4 

Summer-Leigh Davis-O’Neill    8 

Cienna Glenn               6 

Xyon Hamilton Brown               6      

Rico Mills                         7 

 

              Ciara Hall     10  

              Tafari Barstow              5 

               Jahkadi Matthews   11 

              Enya Kew    5 

              Ethan Richards            8 

               Chelsey Gavin              11  

 

We have been delighted with how smoothly the return of additional pupils has been. We are now in our third week and 
numbers are slowly increasing. We now have fourteen bubbles, each with an average of 7 pupils. The children are getting 
some brilliant individualised attention and making super progress. We have as many lessons outside as possible in our   ex-
tensive grounds. The children are very good at hygiene; handwashing and using gel without needing to be reminded.  Social 
distancing remains at 2m in doors. Outdoors they do get closer sometimes during play but always only within their own 
bubble and only for a fraction of time before they are reminded. Each bubble has their own lunchtime supervisor and they 
have been doing a superb job of devising games for the children. If you child is eligible to return and you are unsure, do look 
at the tweets from teachers to see the sort of things they are doing and phone me at any time to talk through your con-
cerns.   
 
Other year groups that are not eligible to return yet are able to use the virtual school. Do remember to tweet your work-Mr 
Farr is answering all tweets. We’ve also posted weekly assemblies. The focus of this week’s assembly was Black Lives     
Matter.   
 
You should have received details of the Birmingham School Games Challenge. Please go to https://www.sgochallenge.com/ 
to register. Each week there will be a series of individual challenges. You will be representing our area and using code word 
nine. 
 
We have had a new system fitted for lunchtimes. This will alert the lunchtime supervisors if any children have an allergy and 
have chosen a meal which is not safe for them.  It will also allow parents to monitor their child's lunch choices.   
 
We have purchased a series of books that together create a scheme called “Agents of hope: teaching mental health and 
wellbeing after lockdown”  These  books explore: 
*emotional health 
*feelings of worry/anxiety 
*ways in which to support each other 
*how to thrive together as a school community 
They are perfectly suited to prompting discussions about the impact of coronavirus and the transition back to school, as 
well as, ultimately, promoting messages of cooperation and hope.  
 
https://www.letterboxlibrary.com/acatalog/Agents-of-Hope-Book-Pack-.html#aAOH01  
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